Other useful tools at [http://lextutor.ca](http://lextutor.ca)
• **THE PROBLEM**: A student describing a favourite teacher as "one of the best..." but does not know if the next word is "teacher" or "teachers".

• **THE SOLUTION**: The student enters the sentence: “Ms Wong is one of the best” and then....
How Do I Shift-Select 2+ Words and send them to the concordancer?

Drag the mouse and select the words and hold the Shift key down. Then (the tricky part), while holding the Shift key down, double click at the right end of the selected area. (If you click in the middle of the selected area, you will lose some letters at the end.) This is easier to do if you also select the space after the final word.
• So the correct one should be: one of the best teachers
Concord Writer

• English as L2 writers
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